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 NET Framework and Windows API calls. Does not recognize all 8086 disassembly of executable. Most parts missing. Simpler and more portable is 826. Most of its disassembly is also for 8086. Some parts like jump patches are also added. External links bytecode jdis Category:Bytecode Category:Compilers Ask HN: Was I the first to find a good idea on Digg? - codeoclock I was on a news site
recently, and was browsing through the articles that had been submitted. I saw one submission that caught my attention, and I thought to myself - 'That seems like a good idea to add'. I opened the URL and submitted the link to my Digg account. I remember clearly that I had done this sometime last year and had not noticed any feedback from any of my friends.So today I'm looking back over my

News.me feed, and I see that it only took me to submit a story to Digg about a month ago, but the first comments were posted on the same story, just a few minutes ago. The first feedback I had on the submission from my own story was from an hour ago.So I have no idea if it was actually the first time I submitted a story to Digg, but I'm curious if it was the first time I actually got feedback from the
community on a story I submitted.Anyone remember this story from my News.me feed, and if so, was it you that posted the first feedback on my submission? ====== JacobAldridge I remember this story - I commented at the time - and yes, it was the first one on my feed. You were certainly the first I remember seeing though. ------ revorad No, you were not. There's probably a large number of

interesting posts on Digg that are sitting around. ~~~ I'm pretty sure I remember this one as being an interesting story that wasn't being shared by most of my friends - and at the time I had a'short' - 5 week old, update every 10 minutes - News.me account which I used as a list of interesting links. Let's suppose that "interesting" is a 50/50 split between "right" and "wrong", and that that split is unknown
to 82157476af
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